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Enchanting activity 4 

 

Between April 24th 2014 and April 24th 2015 

 

Go for a good resolution! 

 
 

Resolution n°1:  QUIT SMOKING for the Armenian Cause! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This initiative is dedicated to all the children in the world whose parents still smoke in their presence!  
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Share with us an anecdote of your good resolution   

 

Here is the short story of Paul-Hrant who stopped smoking for 

the love of an Armenian girl…  

 

By the time I met some 13 years ago in Zurich this impossibly beautiful 

Armenian young woman, a BA student of mine, the thought that my chain 

smoking caused foul breath and bad health already nagged at my mind.  

One day, Marie, this exceptional girl, brought it to a point with very 

Armenian resolution and determination:  

- Either we’re in this together, and you quit smoking, or we part. I stop 

kissing a trash bin. Like right now! 

Which I did.  

On the same day, cigarettes dropped dead before me and never ever 

have I touched one since then. But I never felt pain, dizziness, internal 

struggle etc. So, why does half of mankind claim to suffer from withdrawal 

symptoms when they quit smoking…? Because motivation is at the source 

of all success. And an Armenian girl to show the way! 

And as far as the lady student was concerned, she very successfully 

passed all the tests that I organized as her professor! I mean the pregnancy 

tests. Four little Armenian kids were born, coming to us to honor us with 

their presence and joy, but also confiding into us for taking care of them 

and protect them. Also from nicotine assaults! 

Armenia needs healthy people, so embrace the “ban nicotine”-cause.        

I did. It worked.  

Paul Hrant van Marcke 

 

You too can share your story!  Send us an email: magicjuma23@gmail.com   
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